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Abstract

Robot motions are generated based on stabilizing

controllers and reference motion patterns� On the

other hand� human motions are determined through

the interaction between the body and its environ�

ments� Motion patterns are not prepared a priori but

generated as the results of the entrainment phenom�

ena of the dynamics� So far� we have developed a

controller design method that makes a dynamics en�

train to the speci�c closed curved line� However� the

obtained attractor is sometimes di�erent from a de�

sired one� That is fatal for a robot motion with a

drastic change of the dynamic equation of the robot

body through the motion� In this paper� we develop

a new attractor design method based on energy dis�

tance in the state space�

keywords � Attractor design� Nonlinear dynamics�

Dynamics�based information processing� Hamiltonian�

Motion emergence

�� Introduction

For industrial robots� the robot control systems

have been designed using refrence motion patterns

and stabilizing controllers as shown in �gure �� The
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Fig�� Motion control system for industrial robots

reference patterns are designed considering the envi�

ronments where the robot works and the controllers

are designed based on the robot body dynamics� For

the industrial robot� because the environments are

�xed and the purpose of the control system is a pre�

cise task execution� the conventional control system

design methods are suitable� The motion patterns

are designed so that it satis�es the dynamical con�

strains of the robot body and environments� the sta�

bility of the closed loop system is entrusted to the

robustness of the controller� The same strategies are

utilized for humanoid robots� However� because hu�

manoid robots move in unknown environments� the

�xed motion patterns are not appropriate and the ro�

bustness of the controller is not su�cient� Another

control method that de�nes the motion pattern au�

tonomously in real�time is required in the changing

environments�

On the other hands� the human motions are gener�

ated through the interaction between body dynamics�

information processing and environments as shown in

�gure �� The motion patterns are not prepared a pri�

EnvironmentInformation
processing
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Fig�� Motion generation of the human

ori but emerged as the results of the interaction� This

concept corresponds with �embodiment�	�
 that rep�

resents a close relationship between body and intelli�

gence in the brain science research �eld�

From the robotics and control engineering points

of view� the robot motion generated through the in�

teraction between the body and environments� inter�

preted as the entrainment phenomenon of the non�

linear dynamics� and the generated motion pattern

corresponds to an attractor� The robot body dynam�

ics is controlled by an information processing system

so that it entrains to a closed curved line from any

initial positions� which yields the motion and motion

pattern� Based on this concept� we have proposed an

attractor design method that leads the motion emer�

gence of the humanoid robot 	�
� In this method� we

set a desirable motion and design a controller with

a polynomial representation in the state space of the

robot dynamics based on the dynamics�based infor�
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mation processing system theory 	�
� The designed

controller does not have physical meanings in itself

but generates an attractor by making a closed loop

system with the robot body dynamics� In reference

	�
� the bending knee motion of the humanoid robot is

realized� Though the controller is calculated using a

least square method that minimizes the input power

using multi�step ahead prediction of the state vari�

able� a contradiction is caused in causality between in�

put and trajectory generation� That yields a large dif�

ference between the desired trajectory and generated

motion� which is a fatal error when the robot body

dynamics is drastically changed while its motion� In

this paper� the problem of the conventional method

is declared and modi�ed methods are proposed based

on the energy distance of the state space�

�� Attractor Design Method

��� Minimization of the input power

In this section� I will illustrate the attractor design

method in reference 	�
� For simplicity� the dynamics

is assumed to be controllable and represented by the

following linear discrete time di�erence equation�

x	k � �
  Ax	k
 �Bu	k
 ���

where x	k
 � Rn is a state variable and u	k
 � Rm

is an input signal� In the design algorithm� u	k
 is

represented by the function of x	k
 such that

u	k
  f�x	k
� ���

and the closed loop system

x	k � �
  Ax	k
 �Bf�x	k
� ���

has an attractor on the desirable closed curved line �

� 
h
�� �� � � � �N

i
���

The controller is designed by de�ning a vector �eld

so that � becomes an attractor� setting the pairs of

�u	k
� x	k
� and approximating f�x	k
� by ��th order

polynomial of x	k
�

The parameters A and B in equation ��� and � are

assumed to be given� And it is assumed that � is

realizable� which means the sequence of input signal

u	k
�k  �� �� � � �� that moves the state variable along

with � exists� The controller is designed as follows�

First� set xi in x�space and �nd �i that is nearest

to xi� xi�j is j�step ahead prediction of xi that is

represented by the following equation�

xi�j  Ajxi � �U ���

� 
h
B AB � � � Aj��B

i
���

U 
h
uTi uTi�� � � � uTi�j��

iT
���

Because � is an extended controllable matrix with

column full rank when j � n� U that takes xi�j onto

�i�j exists and obtained by

U  ��
�
�i�j �Ajxi

�
���

By using the obtained U � we calculate xk� �k 

i� � � � � i�j��� and obtain pairs of �x� u�� By de�ning

many initial points xi and obtain many pairs of �x�

u�� f�x	k
� in equation ��� is obtained by polynomial

approximation�

��� Contradiction in causality

Though xi is guaranteed to coincide to �i�j in j�step

ahead� the route is not speci�ed a priori� Equation ���

means the minimization of the input power� and xi���

xi��� � � �� xi�j�� is de�ned subsequently� which is not

guaranteed to pass near �� As shown in �gure �� when

xi

ξ i

ξ i+j

xi

ξ i+j

ξ i

Fig�� Desired closed curved line and trajectory

the motion of the dynamics is slow� the conventional

method is e�ective� however in contrast� the obtained

trajectory makes a short cut and can be distant from

�� The following results show an example�

Consider the inverted pendulum system as shown

in �gure �� Setting � �the rotational angle of the pen�

θ

yu

Fig�� Inverted pendulum system

dulum�� y�position of the cart�� u �input force� and

de�ning the state vector x as follows�

x 
h
� �� y �y

iT
���

the dynamic equation is obtained� By discretizing the

dynamics in a sampling time T � we obtain a discrete



time dynamics in equation ���� By setting �� the at�

tractor is designed� Figure � shows � and calculated

xk � �k  i� � � � � i � ���� Though x is a � dimensional
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Fig�� Trajectory of obtained x via conventional method

vector� � dimensional space whose coordinates are ��

y and �y are shown in �gure �� As shown in this �g�

ure� the obtained xi� xi��� � � � are not along with the

desired trajectory� Figure � shows k�k�xkk using ob�

tained xk� k�k � xkk does not decrease� which means

0

5
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Fig�� Norm of k�k � xkk via conventional method

xk does not go along with �k� From the obtained

pairs of �x� u�� f�x	k
� is approximated by �th�order

polynomial� Figure � shows the trajectory of the con�

trolled dynamics starting from two initial points rep�

resented by �� Though the dynamics is stabilized to

one attractor� it is di�erent from �� In this exam�

ple� because the control object is a linear system� the

di�erence between the obtained trajectory and � is

not fatal error� When the system is nonlinear� we use

the linear approximated system Ak� Bk around each

�k in the attractor designed stage� � is set assuming

xk goes along �k� which means the di�erence between

the obtained trajectory and � is fatal� This prob�

lem is led by the contradiction in causality related to

the input signal and trajectory� which causes unsta�

ble motion when the dynamic characteristic drasti�

cally changes through the motion such as walking� In

the following section� I propose a modi�ed attractor

design method�
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Fig�� Trajectory of the dynamics

�� Trajectory�based Attractor Design

Method

��� Euclid distance�based design method

In this section� I show an attractor design method

minimizing the distance between xk and �k� From

equation ���� we obtain the following equations�

Xk��  Ax	k
 �BU ����

Xk�� 

�
�����

x	k � �


x	k � �

���

x	k � j


�
����� � A 

�
�����

A

A�

���

Aj

�
����� ����

B 

�
�����

B � � � � �

AB B � � � �
���

���
� � �

���

Aj��B Aj��B � � � B

�
����� ����

Based on these equations� we obtain U as follows�

U  B� ��k�� �Axi� ����

�k�� 
h
�Ti�� �Ti�� � � � �Ti�j

iT
����

This method means the minimization of the following

criterion function J �

J 

jX
���

k�i�� � xi��k ����

which corresponds to the square summation of eu�

clid distance between xk and �k as sown in �gure ��

We design an attractor using equation ����� Figure �

shows � and one example of xk� �k  i� � � � � i���� like

�gure �� Comparing �gure �� xk goes along �k� Fig�

ure �� shows the obtaind euclid norm k�k � xkk� xk
approaches �k with increasing k� Figure �� shows the

motion of the controlled dynamics� The controller is
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Fig�� De	nition of Euclid distance in the criterion
function
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Fig��� Norm of k�k � xkk via the least square method

designed using ��th order polynomial same as previous

method� Comparing �gure �� the obtained trajectory

is similar to ��

��� Energy distance�based design method

In the previous section� the dynamics does not con�

verge to the attractor as shown in �gure ��� x	k


takes other routes in each cycle and the trajectory

draws thick line in �gure ��� This is because the con�

vergence rate of k�k � xkk in �gure �� is low� In the

following� I consider the modifying method�

When a state variable x	k
 of a stable dynamics con�
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Fig��� Trajectory of the dynamics via the least
square method

verges to zero� euclid distance kx	k
k does not corre�

spond to how the state vector x	k
 approaches to zero�

Figure �� shows a concept chart� The upper �gure
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Fig��� Convergence of dynamics

shows the trajectory of x	k
 starting from x	�
 in state

space� kx	j
k � kx	i
k �j � i� is not always satis�ed�

which means x	j
 is more convergent than x	i
 but

kx	j
k can be likely larger than kx	i
k� On the other

hand� as shown in the lower �gure� x�coordinates is

transformed to bx�coordinates by the transform ma�

trix F and when kbx	j
k � kbx	i
k �j � i� is always



satis�ed� euclid distance kbxk corresponds to the con�

vergence rate of the state variable� In the following�

calculation method of F is explained�

Consider a conservative system represented by the

following di�erential equation�

�x  Ax� x � Rn ����

where we assume that A is diagonalizable� The state

variable x starting from x� moves on the shell of a

ellipsoid in n�dimensional space with its center on the

origin� Let�s obtain a matrix F that transforms the el�

lipsoid to sphere� Consider eigen value decomposition

of A as follows�

A  T�T�� ����

�  diag
n

��� ��� � � � � �n

o
����

Because the dynamics is a conservative system�

Real���A��  � ����

is satis�ed� Here� we consider ex de�ned by the follow�

ing transformation�

ex  T��x ����

ex�t� is represented by the following equation

ex�t�  exp��t�ex�  diag
n

e��t� � � � � e�nt
o ex�
����

where ex� means the initial value� The inner product

of ex�t� satis�es the following equation�

ex��t�ex�t�  xT �t�
�
T��

�
�

T��x�t� ����

 ex��diag
n

e��
�

�
����t� � � � � e��

�

n
��n�t

o ex� ����
 ex��ex�  Const� ����

Because this equation represents a sphere on ex�t� and
an ellipsoid on x�t�� the singular value decomposition

�
T��

�
�

T��  USUT ����

gives the transformation matrix F

bx  Fx ����

F  S
�

�UT ����

that transforms the ellipsoid in x�space to a sphere

in bx�space� Equation ���� means Hamiltonian �con�

servation value� that corresponds to the energy of the

system� In the case of dissipation system� because

the equation ���� represents a energy of kbx�t�k� eu�
clid distance of bx�t� represents the energy distance of

x�t��

From these considerations� the attractor design

method is modi�ed as follows using F �

�� Using de�ned xi� �nd �i that minimizes kF ��i �

xi�k�

�� De�ne j in equation ���� that satis�es kF ��i�j �

xi�j�k � �� where � is a design parameter� j is

calculated by

j 
log�� log�kF ��i � xi�k�

log �
����

�jkF ��i � xi�k � � ����

where � de�nes the convergence velocity of x�t��

�� By using a weighted least square method based

of the following evaluation function�

J 

jX
k��

��k kF ��i�k � xi�k�k ����

substituting for equation ����� energy distance is

evaluated�

Using the modi�ed design method� we design a con�

troller for the inverted pendulum system� Figure ��

shows the obtained xk� �k  i� � � � � i� ���� and �gure

�� shows the value of kF ��k � xk�k� xk converges to
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Fig��� Trajectory of obtained x via energy distance
method
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�k in the sense of energy distance while k increases�

Figure �� shows the designed attractor� Comparing



to �gure ��� x	k
 approaches � and one trajectory is

emerged�
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Fig��� Trajectory of the dynamics via energy dis�
tance method

�� Conclusions

In this paper� I proposed the modi�ed attractor de�

sign method from the linear control engineering point

of view�

�� I declare the problem of the conventional method

�causality of relation between the route and the

input� that is the minimization of the input

power�

�� To overcome the problem� I propose the modi�ed

method that minimizes euclid distance of multi�

steps ahead and the desired trajectory�

�� Moreover� we propose a new approach that evalu�

ates the energy distance of the state variable� and

shows that the designed attractor approaches the

desired trajectory�
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